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DIVERSIONS

GAMES AND GAMBLING

Most popular of all games among men was that played with discs of wood or'
bone which were concealed in shredded cedar bark while being manipulated, then
thrown out on a mat. Srvan describes the game as follows:

A mat is first placed on the floor, with the centre raised up so as to form a small ridge, which
is kept in its place by four wooden pins stuck through the mat into the ground. Two persons play
at this game, who are seated at each end ol the mat. Each player has ten discs of wood, two
inches in diameter, and a little over an eighth of an inch thick, resembling the men used in playing
backgammon, but much larger. The only distinguishing feature about these men, or wheels, is the
difierent manner the edges are colored. There are but two pieces of value; one has the edge black-
ened entirely round, and the other is perfectly plain, while the others have different quantities of
color on them, varying from the black to the white. These discs are then enclosed in a quantity
of the inner bark of the cedar, pounded very fine, and called tupsoe. The player, after twisting and
shuffiing them up in all sorts of forms, separates them into two equal parts, both being enveloped
in the tupsoe. These are then rapidly moved about ofl the mat from side to side, the other player
keeping his eyes most intently fixed upon them all the time. He has bet either on the black or the
white one, and now, to win, has to point out which of the two parcels contains it. As soon as he
makes his selection, which is done by a gesture of his hand, the parcel is opened, and each piece is
rolled down the mat to the ridge in the centre. He can thus see the edges of all, and he knows
whether he has lost or won. They will play at this game sometimes for weeks, particularly during
the winter season, only leaving off to sleep a little, or eat.r

Swan limits the participants to two but Ross states that six persons took part,
three on a side.2

The stick game was also played but apparently less extensively. Both men and
women participated. Two pairs of bones were used, one of each pair being marked
with a narrow band tied around the middle. Sections of bear or deer bone of fairly
small size served. Twelve counters were employed. Short sticks rvere used to beat
on a board as an accompaniment to the singing.

Another game, often played by inter-village groups, consisted of hiding one
or two small objects, such as pieces of bone, seeds, or pebbles, in first one hand and
then another. These were thrown back and forth with such dexterity that the guess-
ers found it difficult to follow the movements. When the objects were finally placed,
the player held forth his clenched hands and the guesser touched one or the other.
The opposing players were arranged in two rows facing each other. Players alter-
nated in holding the objects, and first one and then another of the opponents at-
tempted to guess correctly. The objects shifted sides when the guess \l'as successful.
Singing and beating with sticks accompanied the playing as in the preceding game.a

The favorite game among women was that played with dice made with beaver
teeth. Four teeth with distinctive markings were employed. They were shaken in

rSwan, pp. 157 f.2Cf. Boas, Chinook Texts,p.220; Ross, pp.90 f. ;Wilkes, vol.  5, p. 117.3Cf. Swan, p. 158; Thwaites, vol. 3, pp.274 f .; id.ern, vol. 4, pp. 37-39; Wilkes, vol. 5, p. 117.
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the hands, then thrown on a mat and the count reckoned. Only two women par-
ticipated.a

The games above were accompanied by considerable betting but several games
were played for sport alone. These included the hoop and pole and shinny. The
latter wirs often played as an inter-village game. Only men took part. The ball was
a knot of yew wood; the sticks were also of yew. Douglas mentions a sport in which
the object was to shoot arrows through six-inch hoops of grass as they were thrown
in the air.5

Several laughing games were played. In one of these each side stood behind
two piles of sand spaced about a hundred feet. One side was made up of girls, the
other of boys. Sticks were erected in the sand piles and each side dared the other
to come and take the marker. As one side started out the other jeered and laughed,
trying to make those approaching laugh. If they succeeded the losers had to retire
behind their sand pile and the others came forward.

Swimming, jumping, and foot races were popular pastimes of children. Swan
provides a number of interesting sidelights on children's activities :

The boys were fond of making canoes either from flags, which were twisted so as to form a
sort of boat, or from chips, on which they would hoist a leaf for a sail, and start them off on voy-
ages down the creek. Sometimes a lad with more ingenuity than the rest would carve out a pretty
model of a canoe from a cedar stick; and I have seen boys, with little canoes which they had made,
scarce three feet long, fearlessly paddle about the water in these little cockles, which seemed ready
at any moment to sink.

Sometimes the boys would catch a 1ot of minnows, and then the girls would join them, and,
having made a little fire and a miniature rack for smoking fish, would imitate the manner of curing
salmon, which, when done, were served up as a repast. The girls were very fond of making rag
babies and dressing up clam-shells like children.o

SMOKING

A native species of tobacco was planted and cultivated by the Chinook. The
authority for this statement is none less than the botanist Douglas, who writes :
"The Nicotiana is never sowed by the Indians near the villages lest it should be
pulled and used before it comes to perfect maturity; they select for its cultivation
an open place in the wood, where they burn a dead tree or stump, and strewing
ashes over the ground, plant the tobacco there." An informant explained to him
that the wood ashes invariably made the tobacco grow very large.7

Kinnikinnick for smoking was made by crumbling dried leaves of bearberry
(Ar cto staphylo s uaa-ur si) .

Smoke was invariably swallowed, as indicated by Lewis and Clark: "The Clat-
sops, Chinooks and others inhabiting the coast and the country in this neighbor-
hood are excessively fond of smoking tobacco. In the act of smoking they appear to
swallow it as they draw it from the pipe, and for many draughts together you will
not perceive the smoke which they take from the pipe; in the same manner also

'Cf. Ross, p.93; Swan, p. 158.
6Douglas, p. 261.
6Sn'an, pp. 198 f.7Douglas, pp.269,278.
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they inhale it in their lungs r:ntil they become srcharged with the vapor when they
puff it out to a great distance through their nostrils and mouth. . . ."8

Broughton cornments (1792) that "The inhabita,nts are universally addicted
to smoking" and de.scribes the pipe as the elbow variety with ornanaented. hardwood
bowl and a stem of elderberry wood two feet long. e

tThwaites, vol.3,p.322; cf. Douglas, p.254.
tVarrcouver, vol. 2, p. 7 7.


